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I can help you?
I am an Author, Business Consultant, Business/Life Coach and
podcaster ready to provide you with the tools to grow or start
your business, find a new career, let go of your stress and
worry, manage life changes or find more fulfillment.
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Event Speaker

Published by Penguin Random
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control, but the mindset of Maybe
presents a simple, powerful way to
stay connected to what’s possible,
and work to make it happen.
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FROM THE EDITOR
—
If you believed you could achieve anything, what
would you do? Would you be living the same life?
Recently, I had the opportunity to speak with former
pro-wrestler, Diamond Dallas Page, who didn’t get to
the top of his game until he was at an age when most
are getting ready to retire.
Despite physical injuries early in his career that
forced him to take time off from wrestling, Dallas
later returned to the profession and against all odds,
became a champion! There were a million reasons
why he should have given up, but he didn’t accept any
of them.
Dallas believes that there is no place for excuses
when you want to achieve a goal, and that when
you truly believe you can accomplish it, there is no
stopping success!
According to Dallas, there is only one person that
has to believe in you – not your spouse, not your best
friend, not your colleague - just you!
Like Dallas, I was middle aged when I set out to
achieve my professional goals. When I began, there
were many naysayers who doubted what I wanted
to accomplish. A few even laughed at me. But, I
didn’t let their voices get into my head and I didn’t
let their beliefs become mine. I held steadfast in the
knowledge that I could get the job done. So, when
times got tough and things became challenging, I
derived strength from the conviction that I could do
it.
Having a strong belief in my abilities has also helped
me to ward off the fear of failing. I no longer view
failure as the end of the road, a stopping point. I
have redefined it as a teaching tool, the opportunity
to readjust my approach and grow. As Dallas wisely
stated, the only failing part comes by not doing it at
all.
So, are you going to be positively unstoppable and
own it, whatever your it may be?
Remember, what you believe you are capable of
determines your greatness or your mediocrity. You
decide.
Listen to my interview with DDP:
https://youtu.be/AbmwpD_CQkg

— Joan Herrmann

HOW TOXINS
MAKE YOU FAT:
FOUR STEPS TO GET
RID OF TOXIC WEIGHT
BY MARK HYMAN, MD

INSIDE THE BODY, THESE chemicals
monkey with our ability to balance blood sugar
and metabolize cholesterol. Over time, the
changes can lead to insulin resistance. This
discovery should be headline news but no one
is talking about it. Why? Because there are no
drugs to treat it. In the quest to conquer the
two biggest epidemics of our time — diabetes
and obesity — we’ve got to turn our attention
to the heavy burden environmental toxins put
on our bodies.
Until conventional medicine catches up, you’ve
got to optimize your body’s ability to rid itself of
toxins. If your body’s detoxification tools aren’t
up to snuff, waste will build up. Overtime,
the damage is similar to what happens when
trash collectors go on strike and don’t pick
up the garbage off the streets. The waste piles
high, making the neighborhood smell bad and
creating a breeding ground for illness.
Don’t let the word detoxification turn you
off. You may think it sounds like a new-age
idea or something from celebs in Hollywood
on the heels of an alcohol or drug binge, but
detoxification is a normal, every day function.

women). Drink plenty of clean water, at
least eight, eight-ounce glasses of filtered
water a day.
One of the first signs of dehydration is the
color of your urine. Your urine should be
mostly clear (clear enough to read a newspaper
through) or with only a slight tinge of yellow.
(If you take vitamins, keep in mind that some
nutrients, especially riboflavin, causes your
urine to turn bright yellow.) But, if your urine
is dark yellow or has a strong odor, chances
are you aren’t drinking enough.
And, of course, you’ll want to make sure
you’re not upending your actions by dousing
your body with more chemicals. In many
communities, tap water is not safe to drink
and bottled water isn’t much better. The best
option is to filter your own water and carry it
with you in stainless steel bottles. If possible,
install a reverse osmosis filter in your house, at
least for your drinking water or use a carbon filter
(like Brita).
Poop. One or two well formed bowel movements
every day is one of the best ways to give toxins
a one-way ticket out of your body. If that goal
seems high you’re not alone. As many as 20
percent of people struggle with constipation and,
unfortunately, the problem can get more onerous
with aging. But, bowel function is something you
have a lot of control over. For starters, up your
fiber intake. Fiber cleans out the colon by making
our stool heftier and easier to expel.
It’s the body’s way of breaking down and
eliminating anything that doesn’t belong.
And, these days, there are a lot of things our
bodies come into contact with that don’t
belong.
Take Out the Trash
While it’s true that we live in a toxic world,
it’s important to remember that there is a lot
you can do to enhance your body’s natural
ability to detox.
The body has four main exit routes for
toxins: pee, poop, perspiration and
pranayama (sanskrit for breath). I call these
the “quadruple P”. Every moment of every
day your body is relying on the quadruple P
to mobilize, transform, and excrete toxins.
Here is a quick primer on how to make the
most of each strategy:
Pee. The kidneys are responsible for
flushing waste from the blood. Make sure
you give them what they need by drinking
plenty of water. Humans are predominately
composed of water (about 66 percent
by weight for men, about 60 percent for

Second, drink plenty of water. The body is very
good at conserving water. Sometimes it’s almost
too good. When the walls of the colon suck too
much moisture out of stool, it dries and hardens,
which can lead to pebble-like poop and
constipation. Drinking more water and other
liquids during the day can make your BMs
softer and easier to expel.
And, if you still can’t get going, then you
need some help and this can include taking
two tablespoons of ground flax seeds, taking
acidophilus and extra magnesium capsules in
the form of magnesium citrate.
Perspiration. Your skin is your single
largest organ of elimination. Make sure you’re
maximizing the detox-potential of your pores
by working up a sweat at least three times a
week. Of course, heart-thumping exercise that
gets the body sweating for 20 minutes, three
times a week is ideal, since it confers other
health benefits. But, if that is not an option,
consider using a sauna, steam or detox bath
to trigger the body’s natural ability to detoxify
itself through sweat.

People have long gravitated toward heat as a
means of cleansing the physical and emotional
body. In particular, people in Scandinavian
countries have used saunas for hundreds of
years. Some research indicates that sauna
therapy increases excretion of heavy metals (lead,
mercury, cadmium, and fat-soluble chemicals—
PCBs, PBBs, and HCBs). Taking saunas or steam
baths also helps reduce stress and balance the
autonomic nervous system.
On a purely physical note, sauna therapy can
improve circulation, help with weight loss,
balance blood sugar and improve detoxification.
While the exact mechanism is not clear, it is
likely due to its effects on calming the nervous
system, relaxing the muscles, and increasing
vasodilation.
Pranayama. The lungs are the unsung heroes
of the body’s detox squad. With each breath,
they bring in fresh oxygen and help transport it
throughout the body. Unfortunately, the air we
breathe is not always clean. Every day the lungs
filter out carcinogens in gas fumes, allergens
from pets and plants, and spores of mold.
Restricted or shallow breathing can diminish the
power of the lungs by preventing oxygen from
reaching all of your tissues. Breathing deeply and
fully will oxygenate your brain, body, and spirit,
transforming your health in the process.
One of the best ways to harness the power of the
lungs to heal and detoxify is to learn how to belly
breathe. Start by putting your hand on your belly.
Breathe out, squeezing the air out of your lungs
with your stomach muscles. As you breathe in,
relax your stomach muscles and, after filling your
lungs, try to push your hand off your belly with
your breath, filling the lower part of your lungs.
Continue to breathe in and out slowly through
your nose. Each in and out breath should last to
the count of three. Do this for five minutes a day.
If you are struggling to lose weight despite eating
well and exercising your butt off, toxins may
be interfering with your body’s metabolism.
Consider applying the rules of the quadruple P
to your life.
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BREAK FREE FROM
NEGATIVE PATTERNS
BY AMY MORIN, LCSW

AS A PSYCHOTHERAPIST, much of
my work involves helping people identify
the self-perpetuating patterns that confirm
their self-limiting beliefs.
Whether it’s an individual who says, “I don’t
think I’ll ever find love. All my relationships
are terrible,” or one who says, “I’ll never
make it as an entrepreneur. I wasn’t cut
out for this,” we often uncover ways in
which their negative thoughts turn into selffulfilling prophecies.
While they don’t mean to do it, they often
get dangerously close to turning their

they also reported more negative interactions.
Consequently, their self-esteem suffered even
more--because their belief that “nobody loves me,”
was reinforced.

biggest fears into reality. It’s
something we all do (or have
done) in one way or another.
Fortunately, once you recognize the role you play in
perpetuating the cycle, you can
take steps to break free.

So whether you think you’ll never lose weight and
get out of debt, or you believe you’re a loser who
won’t ever succeed, your predictions will likely be
accurate because there’s a good chance you’ll get
caught in a self-perpetuating cycle that turns your
beliefs into reality.

Why You Likely Get Caught
in Negative Cycles
Your
thoughts,
feelings,
and behaviors are related.
Thinking negative and feeling
bad often leads to selfsabotaging behavior. But, these
behaviors are often subtle and
unintentional.
Here’s
an
example:
An
individual thinks he’s socially
awkward. When he attends
a networking event, he’s
plagued by thoughts like,
“I’m so bad at small talk,”
and, “I’m going to embarrass
myself.” Consequently, he feels
uncomfortable.
To deal with his discomfort, he
sits in the corner by himself.
Few people talk to him because
his body language looks
uninviting and he’s not acting
as though he’s interested in
mingling.
Since no one talks to him, he
leaves the event early. And
his belief that he’s socially
awkward is reinforced.
There are many other similar patterns we can
get caught up in. For example, a recent study
discovered that individuals with low self-esteem
inadvertently push people away. When they feel
upset with their partners, they engage in indirect
bids for attention--like sulking or whining.
Those behaviors protect individuals from feeling
rejected--because saying, “You really hurt my
feelings,” might lead to the other person saying,
“I don’t care.” So while those indirect bids for
attention aren’t likely to lead to a flat out rejection,
they aren’t likely to be successful.
Researchers found these individuals reported
feeling less supported by their partners and

How to Break Free from the Negative Cycles
Changing your thoughts can be quite powerful.
But telling yourself you’re a winner, you’re socially
adept, or completely competent is likely to feel a bit
superficial if you’ve got a deep-rooted core belief
that says otherwise.

ONCE YOU
RECOGNIZE
THE ROLE
YOU PLAY IN
PERPETUATING
THE CYCLE, YOU
CAN TAKE STEPS
TO BREAK FREE.”

The best ways to break free is to change your
behavior first. The individual who believes he’s
too socially awkward to connect with people might
commit to introducing himself to five new people at
every networking event he attends.
Or, the individual with low self-esteem who believes
she can’t handle rejection, might challenge herself
to do things where she might get rejected once a
week. That may mean applying for a job that seems
outside of her reach or it could include inviting
people to a social engagement knowing that they
may say no.
You have to prove yourself wrong sometimes to
grow mentally stronger. Train your brain to see
yourself differently so you can escape the downward
spiral and create a different future for yourself.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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bestseller, 13 Things Mentally Strong People Don’t
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THE MUSIC
COMES ON AND
THE DANCE
BEGINS
BY JOAN HERRMANN
ONE OF THE QUESTIONS
that I am often asked is how to
permanently end a relationship
with someone that is a negative
force in a person’s life. I have heard
many terms to describe these types
of people, but one of my favorites is
energy vampire, because they zap
the life out of you.
A relationship doesn’t have to
be romantic to fall into the toxic
category.
Ending a relationship can be one
of life’s greatest challenges. We all
have a few people in our lives that
we allow to treat us in a manner
less than we deserve. Cognitively
we know that if we don’t change
something, the result will be the
same, but once that music starts,
we jump right into the same old
dance.
Often we have spent many years

with these people and the thought
of letting go is frightening, so we
hold on, even when the relationship
no longer serves us well. We take
the abuse, we allow ourselves to
feel bad, and we compromise our
self-esteem.
It takes a tremendous amount of
strength to release a person from
our lives because in the process
we encounter many emotions:
guilt at not being a compassionate,
forgiving person; fear of being
alone; the belief that we’re
supposed to take care of others;
feelings of inadequacy and of being
unlovable.
Relationships should always be
treasured and they should not be
taken lightly, but after years of the
same dance, for the sake of our
physical and emotional health,
we must recognize when it’s time
to change the music and begin
different steps.
Ask yourself these questions: Do
I feel energized or drained after

being with this person? Do I look
forward to spending time together?
Do I keep looking for a response
or change that I never get? Do I
really like this person? Log your
responses and emotions.
If you determine the relationship to
be harmful, then it’s time to end all
contact with this person. This may
be more difficult if children are
involved or if it’s family, however,
there are certain things you can do.
Don’t Facebook stalk, drive past
the person’s house, or find reasons
to maintain contact. Every time
you do, you reopen the wounds and
make it difficult to move on.
Fill the hole. Find ways to stay busy.
Join clubs, exercise, volunteer,
or spend time with friends. Do
whatever it takes to fill the time
that would have been spent with
the person.
Surround yourself with positive
people. Be around people that
support you, lift you up, and
reenergize you.
Get help. Seek spiritual or mental
health guidance. Join a support
group – just make sure it is a
positive group and not a bunch
of people getting together to
complain.
Give yourself a break. If in your
heart you believe that you have
done all you can to sustain the
relationship, it’s time to release
it. Don’t blame yourself. Learn
from the experience, and wish
the person well. You can’t make
another person change.
Don’t wallow in hatred or negative
feelings. Remember the saying,
“Holding onto anger is like
drinking poison and expecting the
other person to die.”
You are a wonderful gift to this
world. Don’t allow anyone to
disrespect you or diminish your
self-esteem. You have that power!
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Amy m. Collins,
M.S.Ed, is a forever
evolving Mom of
two children. She promotes thoughtful
conversations around motherhood and
offers an online course called “Moms:
Courageous Women Raising the Next
Generation.” When you clarify your
role as Mom, it positively affects you
and your family. For more information
visit www.amymcollins.com

These lessons still
help me find peace
years later. My
hope is they also
help you.”
–Amy
“What an original, lovely resource this is
for mothers! With a fresh perspective on
how a mother can learn from her baby, Amy
shares thoughtful insights that are sure to
guide mothers to feeling peace, wonder and
increased bonding with their infants.

I’ll definitely add this book to my go-to baby
shower gifts so expecting mothers in my
circle can enjoy this refreshing, sweet guide to
enhance their transition into motherhood.”
- Joan Herrmann
Radio Host, Publisher, Speaker and Author
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second one begins when you
realize you only have one.” How
many times have we lost a friend
or a loved one and committed
ourselves to not wasting another
minute and appreciating every
day of our lives? Or were we
sick and got better and said
we will never take our lives for
granted again? Maybe a terribly
stressful situation worked out
and we vowed to have more
appreciation for what we have
and not worry so much.

It is living in our “second life”
by seeing life in its entirety and
acknowledging everything. In
fact, when we do this regularly,
we see there is so much to be
thankful for and we become
aware that so much is going
our way. Our minds find more
ease in our daily activities and
a profound appreciation for our
experiences emerges.
Maybe our second life is the
one most worth living

There are people in the
world, like Steven, who face
unimaginable situations that
are truly horrific. But the
problems most of us that are
reading this article experience
are less so. For most of us who
have a brush with stress, danger
or death, and vow to appreciate
our second lives, as time goes by
we often forget our commitment
to the preciousness of each
moment.

LIVING LIFE TO
THE FULLEST
BY ALLISON CARMEN

“Everyone has two lives. A
second one begins when you
realize you only have one….
Hug each other every day.
Please know I am OK. Live your
lives to the fullest and pray to
be happy.”
–Steven
Sotloff,
American
Journalist
THE ABOVE QUOTE IS
from Steven Sotloff’s letters to

his family, which were secretly
smuggled out of the prison
camp in Syria where he was
held before he was killed by
ISIS in 2014. He left us all with
a profound gift to reflect upon
and possibly integrate into our
lives.
I think most of us know what
Steven meant when he said,
“Everyone has two lives. A

The daily stresses of our lives
consume our minds and we
go on automatic instead of
savoring that great cup of
coffee, our walk with our child
to an appointment, or a quiet
evening at home. We return to
the first part of our lives where
we think we can put off the joy
and passion for another day in
the future. We think if we just
put our time in now, there will
be time later to enjoy the best
of life.
A simple way to remember the
preciousness of each day is the
practice of gratitude. It’s not that
we shouldn’t get upset about
bad things that happen in our
lives or the world — sometimes
being upset is the most natural
and appropriate response. It
is just a matter of allowing our
gratitude to grant us perspective
on what is important and what
we do have. Finding and holding
gratitude allows us to position
the hurt, stress or upsets we feel
in a bigger place – a place that
gives us strength to persevere
and not let every unpleasant
thing that happens ruin our day.
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THE UNHEALTHY
SIDE EFFECT OF
BEING AMBITIOUS
BY DINORAH NIEVES, PHD

The Unhealthy Side Effect Of Being Ambitious
I was in my early 30s by the time I realized
that I had become addicted to my own
ambition. Prior to that, I would have just
said that I was goal-oriented, a go-getter,
a self-starter, a hard worker. I can go on
and on with synonyms. On my résumé,
I describe myself as a “motivated high
achiever that delivers results.” And sure, I
was definitely a track star in this rat race
of life. The problem was, I kept moving the
finish line.
Every run took me further into different
landscapes that introduced me to new
possibilities that turned into new hopes,
and it wasn’t long before I had set my
heart on new ambitions. This happened so
frequently that running became a lifestyle,
and goals started to feel more like small
rest stops on some perpetual race against
time that I’d lose if I slowed down.
If this sounds like you, then you might be
suffering from an ambition addiction just
like I did. “Driven” can quickly turn to
“obsessed,” and before you know it, you’ve
spent most of your days and nights in
pursuit of the life you want rather than in
awe of the life you have.

things you have yet to do. Focus on what’s
been done. Take time to give yourself a
pat on the back. A great way to do this is
to share one of your successes with a loved
one and maybe even celebrate that success,
whether with others or just by treating
yourself to a great meal or a night off.
Allow yourself to feel pride.

that once brought you joy, or go out and
try things that you’ve never dared to do
before. Start a new adventure that isn’t
tied to your personal or career ambitions
— one without an end in mind but instead
with the journey itself as the prize. Learn
a weird new creative talent. Do things that
make you laugh. Take goofy pictures.

2. Mindfulness, mindfulness, mindfulness. You probably hear this word so much
it starts to lose meaning—but the truth
is, being mindful of yourself, your inner
dialogue, and your present circumstance
is almost always the key to finding
contentment and catching behaviors before
they turn from nourishing to draining. At
the end of the day, the only person who can
change your attitude, reframe your point of
view, or open your mind to a more positive
way of living is you.

For the ambitious, all this might sound
frivolous or like a “waste of time”—but that’s
nonsense. That’s your addiction talking.
Experiencing joy and thrill is the entire
purpose of life. In your lowest moments or
in your final ones as you look back on your
years in old age, you’re not going to think
about how many presentations you aced,
books you published, or dollars you have
stashed away. You’re going to think about
moments, memories, and people that made
you smile.

Moving away from your tireless race toward
your goals starts with keeping your state of
mind focused on when and where you are
now. Practice living in a state of heightened
awareness of the present moment. When
you catch yourself planning and prepping
for the future, look over to the person next
to you, make eye contact, and smile.

So let there be moments—months even—
when you give yourself permission not to
take things so seriously. In the end, all you
have is how you feel, so you might as well
do things that truly make you feel alive
inside.

It’s time to take a breath.
Don’t let your prophetic vision and strong
work ethic turn into an insatiable thirst for
more. It will color everything in the here
and now as “not enough” and keep you
from enjoying the fruits of your labor and
the grace of your blessings. That’s how we
end up successful without being happy and
then shocked that the former came without
the latter.
How can you be both ambitious and
satisfied? It sounds like an oxymoron, but
it is possible to be both ambitious (wanting
to be better) and satisfied (completely
content with where you are). You can
love your life and still be in the midst of
constantly recreating it. How, you ask?
Here are four steps that helped me recover
from ambition addiction and learn to really
enjoy my successes:
1. Take time to celebrate what you’ve
accomplished. Make lists in your mind
or on paper of the many things that have
gone well, of the important lessons you’ve
learned, and of all you have already
achieved. Don’t compare yourself to other
people, don’t place mental asterisks or
downplay your accomplishments, and
definitely don’t dwell on the rest of the

Take a deep breath and inhale the scents
in the air. Listen to every and any sound
that surrounds you. Be in the moment
more often. Over time, you’ll train your
brain to stay grounded in the now instead
of constantly trailing off to fret about the
future.
3. Exercise kindness. Ambition can
inspire a certain type of “cut-throat”-ness
that keeps you disconnected from others,
seeing ourselves as separate and busy.
Don’t fall into the trap of believing that you
can’t be bothered with another, that you’re
“going places,” and that you can’t stop to
lend a hand. We are all related, connected
in some way and here for one another—
to teach each other, to join in our shared
humanity, and to enhance our soulful
experience.
If you allow yourself to nurture those
relationships, you’ll find that the researchbacked high of showing kindness to others
and the warmth of true interpersonal
connection will satisfy you in a way that no
goal post ever can.
4. Be fun. Notice I said, “Be fun.” That
means you shouldn’t just have fun —you
should embody it. Remember the things
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ARE YOUR CHILDREN
GROWING PLAQUE IN
THEIR ARTERIES?
BY STEVEN MASLEY, MD

YES, WE WORRY ABOUT our children’s
safety while they play outside. Did they do all
their homework? Did they finish dinner? The
bottom line is that being a parent is tough
work. I know because, over the years, my
wife and I have fretted plenty over our two
sons. And now that we have a grandson, we’ll
start watching out for him, too.
Now, I want you to ask yourself something
more serious. Do you ever think of how they
are aging on the inside? Are our children
growing plaque in their arteries?
Several scientific articles have startled me in
recent years. The first was a study published

As a concerned parent, physician, and
nutritionist, I conducted my own study to see
if I got similar results. I used an ultrasound
device (carotid IMT testing as I do on most
adults in my clinic) to measure the arterial
plaque score of adolescents (ages 15-21) I
have seen over time as patients. Of these
children who were obese by height and
weight criteria, the average child had the
arterial plaque of a 42-year-old adult. This
means these children have aged their arteries
at more than twice the normal rate. To me,
this shows that unhealthy aspects of our
culture are potentially killing our children.
Because it’s unrealistic for all parents to have
this type of artery ultrasound testing, in our
clinic, we have identified lifestyle factors
that predict arterial plaque age and arterial
plaque growth. So, how can you predict if
your children are plaque free, or plaque
producing?

calculates a body-mass index (BMI) score.
Anything above the 75th percentile for BMI
is likely overweight. Many medical groups
allow up to the 85th percentile, which is
generous in today’s world.
Our clinical experience shows that if
your children are active, get enough fiber
(including their quota of vegetables and
fruits), and are at an appropriate weight,
their arterial plaque score should be
totally normal. If not, ensure they receive
the activity, fiber (especially from eating
vegetables, fruits, beans, and nuts), and
nutrients they need. If they are overweight,
be sure to cut out all the sugar in their diet
(sugar, not fat, is the number one cause for
heart disease). Not only will making these
changes help to ensure a healthy heart for
you and your children, but they will likely
help to correct any weight issues as well.

Your answers to the following four questions
will give you a good idea of how they’re
faring:
Is your child active? To be active, children
need at least one hour of moderate to intense
activity daily, the equivalent of walking fast
for at least three to five miles. The bottom
line for them is, “Do you huff, puff, and sweat
for an hour every day?” Well, they should!
Does your child get enough fiber? The
usual recommendation from the Academy
of Pediatrics is that kids should eat about
14 grams of fiber for every 1,000 calories
they consume. So older kids who need more
calories should also get more fiber in their
diets.
Some
general
guidelines
for
recommendations for kids include:

in the prestigious New England Journal of
Medicine showing that today’s children are
projected to have a shorter lifespan than
my own generation and even my parents’
generation.
The second article from a research
group in Los Angeles showed that when
arterial plaque was measured in obese
adolescents, the average child had an arterial
plaque score of someone in their mid40s and several other studies have shown
similar findings. This means that overweight
children had mostly doubled their arterial
plaque age and some, long before they were
old enough to vote.

fiber

• 1 to 3-year-olds should get about 19 grams
of fiber each day
• 4 to 8-year-olds should get about 25 grams
of fiber each day
• 9- to 13-year-olds should get about 25-30
grams of fiber each day
• Over 13, 30+ grams of fiber each day (just
like adults)
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Does your child eat enough vegetables
and fruits? Of the fiber eaten, at least half
should come from fruits and vegetables (but
potatoes don’t count).
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Is your child at an appropriate weight?
Typically, when your child gets a check-up,
the doctor measures height and weight and
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can be cleaned up, refinished, and used, but
something gets in the way and the project
never happens. The result is a house full of
good intentions, reminders of past failures,
and self-recrimination.
Some of the underlying causes of
hoarding disorder include experiencing
a significant trauma early in life, such as
a fire, theft, severe poverty, or emotional
deprivation. Another cause may be genetic
or environmental; an individual’s parent(s)
may have hoarded and/or the individual
may never have learned basic life skills that
prevent hoarding behaviors. These scars
are deep, pervasive, and carry forward into
adulthood.

ARE YOU A
HOARDER?
BY GAYLE M. GRUENBERG, CPO-CD®

N THEIR FIRST phone call,
many prospective organizing
clients say, “I’m not a hoarder
or anything.” Chances are that
they are right, as they will ask if theirs is
the worst mess we’ve ever seen, and it
usually is not. However, there is a chance
that they may in fact be suffering from
hoarding disorder.

I

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, someone with
hoarding disorder has a perceived need to
save things, regardless of their actual value.
Excess accumulation builds up, and the
client experiences distress at the thought of
getting rid of the items. It is estimated that
two to six percent of the U.S. population
suffers from hoarding disorder. It is more

There are myriad resources available for
people who hoard. Many excellent books
on hoarding disorder and how to address
it, both for the one suffering and those
on the sufferer’s support team, have been
written by expert researchers. The Institute
for Challenging Disorganization offers The
Clutter-Hoarding Scale, an instrument for
determining where someone with hoarding
disorder falls on a continuum. Level 1 is
a client with very little to no hoarding
tendencies; Level V is a client with several
blocked entrances, rooms that can’t be used
for their intended purpose, and possible
squalor.
It is important to know that hoarding
disorder can be helped. An individual must
be ready, willing, and able to make changes
in his or her life. A multidisciplinary support
team, including a therapist, a psychiatrist
if medication is needed, a professional
organizer or team, a clean-out company,
and various medical, mental health, and
other support professionals gives the person
with hoarding disorder a better chance of
success.

commonly observed in adults age 55 to 94,
but it appears to begin between ages 11 and
15.
Hoarding can take several forms. Compulsive
shopping is one form of hoarding. The
individual is on a continual search for the
“perfect” item to fit a particular need or
finds something she or he likes and then
buys several in every color. Many of these
items wind up hanging in a closet or sitting
on a shelf, unworn or unused, ad infinitum,
taking up valuable head, heart, and home
space.
Some people who hoard go “dumpster
diving” to find perceived treasures that
others have thrown away. For example, they
want to revamp discarded furniture that
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ANTIDOTE
TO WORRY
BY LINDA MITCHELL, CPC

If you’re a worrier, you know how draining
it is. Worry depletes our energy and can
disrupt our regular activities, yet we’ve all
encountered experiences where it gets the
best of us. Haven’t you wished you could hit
the delete button to stop your over active
imagination when thoughts start spinning out
of control?
Worry is a fruitless experience and while
intellectually we know this, we’ve all been
sucked into the vortex! Some people worry so
often about so many things that it’s become a
habit that’s hard to break. So, what can we do
to change this?
First, we need to recognize its futility. My
mother used to say, “Worrying is like rocking
in a rocking chair, it will keep you busy but it
won’t get you anywhere.”
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Let’s dissect the act of worrying. According
to Philosopher Lao Tzu, if you’re anxious,
you’re living in the future. In order to worry,
we need to be thinking about a future event
and imagining a negative outcome. Worrying
takes us out of the present moment. What we
are projecting has not even come to pass and
yet we’re giving it the energy of reality!

Linda Mitchell, a board certified coach,
reinvention expert and speaker, empowers
people who are stuck, overwhelmed, or ready
for change, to confidently transition into their
next meaningful role with clarity, purpose,
ease and grace.

From this perspective, it’s easier to see how
worry is a self-inflicted state of fear and
anxiety. I encourage you to remember an
important universal law of physics: what you
think about comes about; what you focus on
expands – even if it’s not what you want!
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Our subconscious minds are powerful
manifestation machines. Let’s use them
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to help bring about the circumstances and
events we want, not to inadvertently amplify
the things we’re concerned about.
There was a time when I felt my life was
veering off course. I found myself steeped in
worry. Recognizing my anxiety was born of
feeling out of control, I needed to find a better
way to cope and transform this worry into
something productive and calming. I’m happy
to share my solution, which has worked time
and again for most people.
If, for instance, loved ones are in a dangerous
situation or battling an illness, all the worry
in the world cannot ensure a positive outcome
for them but it will surely wreak havoc
on your own health by increasing stress,
tension, anxiety and fear in your own world.
This certainly has a negative effect on your
physical, mental and emotional health.
What’s the antidote? Again, I call attention
to the creative power of the subconscious.
Instead of worrying about a situation, which
we’ve already established is predicting the
worst, I invite you to refocus your attention in
a positive, healing way.
What would your experience be like if you
were to imagine the best outcome for the
situation instead? Imagine or visualize the
result you prefer and see it happening in
your mind’s eye. Hold the intention with
focus, love and the expectation of this being
your reality. This process counteracts worry,
settles our frenzied minds, creates a positive
focus, neutralizes fear and encourages a
calmer state of mind.
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HAVE YOUR
LOST YOUR
SENSES?
BY LORIE GARDNER, RN, BSN,
NBS-HWC

Do you feel numb or lack awareness of your
surroundings? Are you moving through your
day at lighting speed and don’t even notice or
feel the world around you?
It is through our five senses - seeing, touching,
smelling, hearing and tasting - that we come
to know and enjoy the world. Our abilities
to work, feel pleasure, to communicate with
others, and to impact the world are directly
related to our abilities to appreciate and
use our senses efficiently and creatively.
Sometimes our lives lead us to a place where
we numb our senses and withdraw from being
aware of our senses.
Sense Awareness or Not
We tend to be unconscious of the sensing
process. Like breathing, sensing is a major
doorway to developing presence, which can
help with your overall well-being and health.
Everywhere there is evidence that many of us
have “lost our senses.” You probably know
people who sunburn their skin, allow it to
blister and peel, and then go back for more
in an attempt to look “healthy” and “sexy” in
their summer clothes.
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The noise of dishwashers, air conditioners,
power tools, trucks, and loud music
surrounds us, frequently leaving us irritable,
angry, listless, or unable to sleep. Loud
sounds from machinery and rock music
can actually damage our delicate hearing
mechanisms and cause headaches and
hearing loss. When it comes to tasting, lots
of us tax our digestive systems constantly
with food that is too hot and beverages that
are too cold, ending up with burnt tongues
and stomach pains.
Sensory Withdrawal
We move apathetically through an
environment filled with chemical pollutants,
and hope that we’re not absorbing too much
nuclear radiation from the power plant
upwind. The more we abuse our senses with
these types of over stimulation, the more we

dull ourselves to their subtle warning signals
- the body’s cries for help, for balance.
The other side of this overstimulation is our
withdrawal from sensory stimulation. Our
fears cause us to freeze up when we are being
touched. With depression and boredom we
turn inward and often neglect the necessity
for sunlight and fresh air. With grief we
numb ourselves to the outside world as we
attempt to cope with a loss. There have been
a lot of studies on an infant’s need for touch
and emotional engagement. Without it, they
do not thrive. With it, there is a boost to their
early childhood development.
Marvelous Senses
Our senses are marvelous instruments
that require vigilance to keep them in top
condition. Therefore, it is important to
become skilled in caring for and experiencing
your senses in a positive way. Actions such
as being in nature, spending time with a
pet, surrounding yourself with beauty, and
bodywork, such as massage therapy, can help.
The Sensory Walk
Give yourself the treat of a walk in nature
to engage all of your senses. Find a place
in nature to walk, such as a wooded trail or
by a body of water. Leave your electronics
at home. Start by practicing some deep
breathing and feel the air entering your
lungs. Listen to the sounds of any birds, or
other nature sounds and appreciate them.
Count how many you hear during your walk.
Be aware of the nature smells around you. Is
there sea air to enjoy? Is there the smell of
fresh blooms in spring? Use your sight sense
to observe all the little details around you, no
matter how small.
Nature provides an endless amount
of details and treasures to observe and
focus on. Practice these walks regularly
and you just might appreciate these
marvelous senses more and find more calm
and overall wellbeing.
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FOUR SECRETS
TO SUCCESSFUL
& SUSTAINABLE
WEIGHT LOSS
BY LORRAINE MAITA, MD
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Are you frustrated with trying to lose weight?
Do you feel like you have done everything
and nothing works? Don’t you wish you could
just reset your metabolism? Having guided
thousands of people through various types
of weight loss programs over decades, I will
share some weight loss secrets. Each by itself
is powerful, however, when you combine all of
the components, the results are astounding.
Mindset
Many people eat to celebrate or when they are
bored, tired or frustrated. We have ingrained
habits and belief systems that may be conscious
or unconscious. These habits and beliefs can
hold you back from achieving your goals and/
or derail you when you reach them. It can feel
so defeating to lose weight only to gain it back.
Changing your beliefs, mindset and habits
takes some inner work. Coaching can help
you move past obstacles, change your limiting
beliefs and mindset, and eliminate habits that
derail you in any aspect of your life.
Accountability
Most people have a lot of commitments and
many make and keep commitments to others
before they keep commitments to themselves.
Is that you? Do you put yourself last on the
list? Having someone such as an accountability
buddy or coach who will help you stay on track
and give perspective regarding how you can
best keep your commitments to yourself as well
as others is a proven path for success.
Ketogenic Diet
Studies have shown that a ketogenic diet is
a fast and easy way to lose weight. Stick to
chicken, fish, grass fed organic meat and

vegetables, and low glycemic fruit, and watch
the pounds shed. The bonus is that biomarkers
such as blood sugar, cholesterol, and a
marker of inflammation called CRP short for
C-Reactive Protein, also normalize. The diet
is also anti inflammatory and is helpful if you
have neurologic or autoimmune disorders.
Intermittent Fasting
Food raises insulin levels and insulin will
store calories as fat if not immediately burned.
The more insulin you have, the less effective
it becomes so you need more to keep blood
sugar stable. This is called insulin resistance.
Insulin resistance is linked to many problems
such as PCOS (polycystic ovarian syndrome),
metabolic syndrome, high blood pressure,
blood sugar, cholesterol, belly fat, diabetes,
obesity, and heart disease. There are many
ways to do intermittent fasting and the most
popular is eating in an eight-hour window and
fasting for 16 hours.
Metabolic Reset
Your hormones control your cellular function
and are a big contributor to weight gain.
To truly reset your metabolism, choose
ketogenic, low glycemic food, get six to eight
hours of sleep, managie your stress, avoid
stimulating substances such as caffeine and
alcohol, and exercise.
Addressing all of these aspects can make
a dramatic difference and give you lasting
weight loss. If you need more personalized
support and guidance, visit a functional
medicine doctor to find who can give you
a comprehensive coordinated approach to
weight loss so it lasts.
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of liberal arts offerings, and
foreign languages. But there is
no rule that students must do
all of those early credits on site;
they can be transferred in at a
fraction of the price.
High school students, for
example, can get basic college
credits through AP courses
or by taking part-time or
summer classes at a local
community college. Over the
course of junior and senior
years, students can knock out
a handful of courses that they
otherwise would have had to do
during semester one of college,
saving $25,000 or more!

3 CLEVER HACKS
FOR SAVINGS
THOUSANDS
DURING COLLEGE
BY SCOTT DOTY

UNITED STATES COLLEGES
and universities now routinely
charge $50,000 or more per
school for tuition. Some add
exorbitant fees, steep room and
board, and sundry additional
charges to the bill, which can
push the entire annual expense
up towards $75,000. For a fouryear degree, that’s $300,000!
And, most students don’t finish
until year five or six! And let’s
not forget that many of these
students will then be compelled
to do a post-grad degree as

well. How are people supposed
to make this work financially?
Below are three clever tools I
use with my students to save
a ton of money during the
undergraduate experience.
1. Buy your early credits
for cheap. Most colleges will
push broad-based prerequisites
on all undergrads as mandatory
credits towards graduation.
These credits can include a
writing workshop, a smattering

who get a few credits done
early and cheaply, as described
in number one above, can
graduate an entire year early
- giving them the same degree
as their peers in less time and
for a lot less money.
College is a huge investment in
your future, but it doesn’t need
to bankrupt you. Follow any
one of these clever tricks and
enjoy the savings!

2. Downgrade 10 percent in
brand name and/or apply
at the right time. If a student
has, for example, a 3.6 GPA in
solid courses at her high school
and a 28 ACT score, which is
well above the national average
of 20, she will probably look
at competitive colleges with
admissions rates around 30
– 40 percent. These colleges
would be considered targets
or slight reaches for her. If she
were instead to target schools
with acceptance rates in the 4560 percent window (including
state universities), she would
almost certainly gain admission
and receive merit scholarship
money. This is especially likely
if the student applies Early
Action when the school has the
most money to offer students.
My students routinely receive
offers of $8,000 - $25,000
per year in merit scholarship
because they applied at the
right time and were just a small
cut above the typical applicant
at that school.
3. Finish early. There’s no
law prohibiting students from
finishing their undergraduate
requirements
before
the
prototypical four full years. I
did a double major and still
finished an entire semester
early, saving our family a ton of
cash. Students who are diligent
during undergrad, especially
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DO YOU WONDER
WHERE LIFE IS
TAKING YOU?
BY SUZANNE TREGENZA MOORE, MBA, CERTIFIED COACH

Do You Wonder Where Life Is Taking You?

We all experience life upheaval and
unexpected circumstances. Sometimes
they are just enough to make us recognize
that we’ve veered off track from what we
originally wanted. When we are younger we
feel a sense of how we want to see the full
life ahead of us take shape.
I always knew I wanted marriage and a
family. Since my mid-twenties I’ve been
drawn to owning my own company. I’ve
thought of myself as having a white house,
picket fence, 2.3 kids, and a dog, with the
twist of running a corporate empire from
behind a laptop.
That is the direction I have faithfully moved
in for years. Yet, somehow I woke up not
too long ago, in my mid-forties, feeling as
though I had lost my way.
I assumed by now my business would
be bigger, but family needs out-ranked
earning needs and I made the traditional
choice to defer bread-winning to my
husband. As a result, we’ve moved twice
and my role has been the settler of the
family, the logistics authority, the creator
of social relationships.
I begrudge none of this, but it left me
wondering what happened to the driven
MBA buried inside me. And why I couldn’t

turn her business brain back on after the
most recent move.

yourself as you are today? Gave yourself
the time to contemplate where you want to
be tomorrow without jumping into action?

I wanted to reconnect with the part of
me that isn’t worried about basketball
carpooling, what the kids will eat for
dinner, or whether the dog has enough
water. However, when I realized this, I had
no idea where to begin.

This act of self-love made me feel refreshed.
It allowed me to look at things differently.
It motivated me to begin again in a
direction that feels good, if not completely
comfortable.

I’ve always been one to jump in with
both feet in whatever direction felt right.
For the first time, nothing did. With this
realization, depression and uncertainly
crept over me.

Take some time to think about where you
would like to be, rather than where the
world is taking you. Recognize that in each
moment you have the power to choose your
path forward. Accept it.

Who was I if I didn’t know what I wanted
anymore? Wife and mother? I choose those
roles every day; but who was I on my own?
I defined myself for many years by what
I was doing. Yet, I no longer knew what I
wanted to do.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
It turned out the first step was allowing
myself to continue to do nothing. I accepted
each day as it came and allowed myself to
enjoy, for the first time, not feeling driven
toward something. Quieting the part of me
that focuses on the shoulds. Accepting that
I wasn’t sure which direction to go.

Suzanne Tregenza Moore is a mother, wife,
MBA, business coach, skincare consultant,
and middle-aged woman. She’s on a path to
rediscovering who she is and what she wants
and invites you to take the journey with her.
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FROM THE EDITOR
—

WHAT YOU
BELIEVE YOU
ARE CAPABLE
OF DETERMINES
YOUR GREATNESS
OR YOUR
MEDIOCRITY.
YOU DECIDE.

WHAT DO I HAVE
AND WHERE IS IT?
In my 32 years as an insurance professional,
I am still amazed to discover how often new
people I am helping have little knowledge of
what insurance plans they have in force. Most are
smart and have made good decisions over their
lives. They met with their accountant, attorney,
financial and insurance advisors, and took action
to protect what’s most important to them - their
families, assets, businesses and employees.
Maybe they had so much confidence in their
advisors they set things up and never looked
back. Maybe life got in the way. Either is certainly
better than not having the necessary protection.
But not knowing disempowers a person. It puts
others in control and doesn’t allow someone
to move fast for a current evaluation to see if
any changes are needed. A person will end up
scrambling or be less apt to review things.
When I am introduced to someone new, I need
to review their current policies to see if any
recommendations are appropriate. Prescription
without diagnosis is malpractice so it’s critical I
know exactly what policies are in force and how
they were set up.
Many have little idea what type of coverage they
have, their benefit levels, even their premiums,

and many have no idea where their policies are.
This can certainly delay the process, but more
importantly, keep someone with inadequate
or the wrong protection with inadequate or the
wrong protection.
Maybe their original planning was right on
the mark. That does happen. I often find that
someone’s policies have an expiration date. This
is a real common discovery and a real problem for
the desire for a long term or permanent solution.
So, all the planning someone spent so much time
on will be invalid at some point, typically when he
or she needs the protection the most. That’s why
I always suggest a second set of eyes to review
policies to confirm they are coordinated with a
current situation.
Life and circumstances change. The financial
environment changes. Laws change. Solutions
change. It’s so important to review what is
already done to make sure adjustments are made
if, and only if necessary.
A professional insurance broker will want to
review existing polices, so one must be organized
and know where these important documents
are kept. Better yet, know what is in existence.

BY ED GAELICK, CLU, CHFC

Knowledge is empowering.
It really doesn’t matter how a person organizes.
A professional organizer can be hired, or
documents can be thrown into a box labeled
“policies”. Create a file drawer or drawers, scan
and save policies, and current statements on a
computer. What does matter is knowing where
everything is for quick access. A broker or agent
worth his or her weight in salt can sift through
that information quickly. Then the appropriate
guidance can be offered to ensure what is valued
is best protected.
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impressions
and
trigger
hypotheses that should be
studied further. Case studies
published and read by many
doctors leads to potentially
life changing discoveries for
patients,
especially
those
who have been limited by the
prevailing standards of care.

LIVES CHANGE
WHEN DOCTORS
SHARE CLINICAL
CASE STUDIES

A patient in New York City shared
her story of intractable pain
long after knee replacement.
After lengthy treatments that
provided no relief, she finally
found a doctor who tested for
and found her to be allergic
to the very metals that were
found in her knee implants. It
took the discovery of a very rare
allergy and eventual revision
surgery to finally ease her pain.
Now in 2019, another patient
with
similar
post-surgical
symptoms was lucky enough to
know doctors who write, read
and communicate science. The
case study gave her doctor the
insight to test her for allergies
to nickel and cobalt, the likely
cause of her suffering as well.

an increasingly divided profession.
Some chiropractors promote a
wellness lifestyle, based on the
innate intelligence of a naturally
healing body. Others yearn to
practice spinal care through a more
medical model. The challenge is
to appreciate other practice styles
and to consider research that
supports other ideas. The bigger
challenge is to see the enormous
value and validity of clinical
case studies, which can direct
the future standards of care.

Case studies about chiropractic
patients are often dismissed as
anecdotal or coincidental, but
should instead be considered in
the ongoing development of the
standards for evidence-based
practice. If the large body of
case studies repeatedly reveals
the same or similar results,
then doctors and scientists alike
should be inspired to perform
research that puts these results
to the test. Doctors who know
what they know can apparently
help their patients to get
better, but without the right
amount and quality of science to
back it up, this knowledge will
not be accepted for long. We
need to do more.

BY MICHAEL MAGWOOD, DC
WE HAVE A HEALTH care
system that increasingly demands
evidence-based practice. This is
for the benefit of the patients.
Doctors are expected to apply the
most up-to-date and accepted
standards when making decisions
about patient care. The treatments
provided must be based on sound
research derived from several
sources of valid peer-reviewed
studies. Can we breathe easy now?
Don’t be too sure. Who gets to
decide what is best when the
medical community disagrees
about the science? Do our research
studies represent facts or just
opinions?
A great example of dissent exists
within the chiropractic specialty,

In a busy practice, the best and
brightest doctors are consumed
with patient care and are
rarely inclined to participate
in large-scale research studies.
Those who publish their
significant
experiences
in
practice, write case studies
and should be applauded for
their contributions to science.
Case studies give valuable
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laugh with him, you cry with her, you trust
the person implicitly, you feel safe.
Your best friend is someone who is there to
lift you up when you are at your lowest, to
put your needs before their own.
Very often through friendship you learn to
navigate life. Your best friend is a mirror
that reflects back to you all the wonderful
things you are. Your best friend accepts
you and all your flaws. The person doesn’t
expect perfection. When you aren’t at your
best, he understands and is not critical.
There is also the unyielding acceptance,
which we experience with a best friend.
This is an outgrowth of the other facets of
your friendship. Then there is emotional
support, which is one of the most crucial
elements of marriage or committed
relationship.
Do you see the importance of best friend
status in a spouse? It creates a richer
dynamic and quite frankly can make things
easier.

DON’T EXPECT
YOUR PARTNER TO
BE YOUR BFF

When you keep your partner at an arms
length distance and do not allow them the
BFF status, it keeps the person from filling
that significant role in your life. When you
allow your partner in, allow best friend
status, you are deepening the journey of
your relationship.

BY JULIANNE CANTARELLA

U

H, SCRATCH THAT. I
actually do expect your partner
to be your BFF.

Would you believe I read, ‘don’t expect
your partner to be your BFF’ as advice from
another relationship expert recently? Yes.
And I was flabbergasted.

After years of working with singles,
and uncovering where things went
wrong, I have found a common theme
and it’s generally a lack of friendship
between the partners. They typically assume
a role of wife and husband, and go about
their life. At times, seemingly living
separate lives.

Disappointed?

Beyond my own role and experience as a
relationship expert, I’m married. I’ve been
with my husband for 27 years and I know
the work that is needed to have a healthy
relationship. And let me tell you, my hubby
is my BFF.

Does it make sense that someone would
suggest the most intimate person in your life
NOT be your BFF?

Let me go further and define what a best
friend is. A best friend is someone with
whom you share life experiences. You

It truly stopped me in my tracks and I couldn’t
believe what I was reading. The rational was:
we expect so much from our partners these
days, we don’t want to be disappointed.
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GUIDELINES FOR CHOOSING
AN AUTHENTIC REIKI MASTER/
TEACHER

WHEN YOU ARE READY to embark
on your spiritual journey with an energy
healer such as a reiki master, knowing what
criteria to use when choosing one can be a
daunting task. The practitioner you choose
should have your best interest at heart.
There are a lot of so called “practitioners”
who give the industry a bad name. These
days, you may find people calling themselves
a healer, making ridiculous claims, even
though they have not gone through any
traditional training, or have little to no
experience in their field. That’s pretty scary
stuff!
It is important to understand that when
anyone works on your energy field, whatever
state of mind they are in, their personal
energy will transfer into you. If they are not
authentic, they will not have the discipline
to work on their own daily practice, let
alone having the knowledge and experience
that goes along with taking someone else’s
energy into their own hands.
A practitioner with integrity will listen
to you, and then treat. The person will
exude compassion, knowledge, and trust.
Their work environment should offer a
sense of love and peace. After all, Reiki is
a heart-felt healing modality, therefore,
you should feel rested and rejuvenated
after your session.
The practitioner should tell you their fee’s

BY ROXANNE D’ANGELO

beforehand and stick to the time frame that
you agreed upon. There should be no hidden
costs, if so, I’d say run fast.
Always ask for references. You want to make
sure they are legit. Do they have a website?
How are their ratings? How long have they
been practicing? Where did they get their
training? Do they have extensive knowledge
in healing and do they incorporate
additional healing modalities and tools. Are
they continuing education in their field? Do
they teach as well as heal? Are they walking
the walk? After asking a few questions, you
will soon come to understand if they are
truly authentic or just a fly by night.

protect and ground yourself all in one
weekend.
Asking for a practitioner’s credentials is
imperative if you are serious about forging
ahead on your spiritual journey

When teaching, a reputable practitioner
will encourage their students to practice
for one to three months in between courses,
giving students ample time to integrate the
variations of energy and to ask questions.
Believe me, there are plenty, before teaching
the next course.
I have seen students attend a weekend
workshop and receive all three levels of
training and call themselves a Master/
Teacher. In my opinion, anyone who
teaches with the intention of attuning their
students to two or three levels of Reiki in
a weekend course has little to no integrity.
You cannot master understanding energy
healing, knowing how to use all the symbols
appropriately, how to attune other students,
how to counsel your clients, and how to
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NO FOOLING!
EADY TO SAY GOODBYE
to chilly days and hello to
sunny successes? Great! Because as surely as April showers
lead to May flowers, actions you take in the
next 30 days can lead to an abundant crop of
achievements throughout the year.

R

Nature’s annual renewal is moving forward
like an unstoppable force, preparing to
transform monochromatic landscapes of
winter into green vistas with multicolored
accents. New sprouts and blossoms will
spring forth from the earth – nowhere to be
seen one day, and everywhere the next.
Now is a great time to design a similar
transformation for yourself, then set a
trajectory that makes success virtually
inevitable. Why not decide to capture
that natural burst of spring energy – that
unstoppable force – and use it to fuel your
next big accomplishment?
First, create your mindset. All it takes to get
started is to combine three of my favorite
practices: Intention, mindfulness and
visualization. I have found that a consistent
use of the following three-step daily practice
is the best way to make sure you do all three:
• Intention: Set your desired outcomes. Take
five minutes to focus in on what matters
most for the coming year. Write down your
top priority goal in each of three important
areas of your life, career, romance, children,
money, etc.
• Mindfulness: Dwell in appreciation. Be
thankful for the gift of any downtime
you’ve had during the winter months. If you
haven’t had time off, appreciate all you’ve
accomplished in that time. Let gratitude
for each detail of your life create stored
energy you can use going forward. Let every
experience, no matter how small, empower
you to easily overcome any future obstacle.
• Visualization: Imagine your success. Close
your eyes and see yourself expanding into
your power, like a butterfly emerging from
the cocoon. Free now from all constraints,

BY SUSAN GRIEF

QUOTE:

LET GRATITUDE FOR EACH DETAIL OF YOUR LIFE CREATE
STORED ENERGY YOU CAN USE GOING FORWARD

flex your powerful wings, drawing warmth
from the sun. Then imagine floating
effortlessly through the accomplishment
of your goals, savoring the satisfaction of
all you’ve accomplished from your soaring
vantage point.
Next, master your plan. Just as planting
seeds leads to a bountiful harvest, taking
the right combination of steps can make
it inevitable that you achieve your goals.
Each step, like each sprouting seedling, is a
manifestation of your commitment to your
success. Over time, all the steps you take
will be rewarded with an abundant harvest.
To create a powerful plan and maintain your
momentum, complete the mindset steps
above and then ask yourself these questions:
• For each of your three primary goals,
what are three to five tasks required
to complete them, and in what order?
• What is the next step you will take toward
each goal, and by when will you complete it?
• Which steps need to be modified, and
what new steps should be added to your
plan, to assure that you reach your goals?
• What help, advice or encouragement
do you require to support your progress?
• How will you celebrate or reward yourself
for completing each step?
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ever say to me, “You’ll need courage as a
mother.”
So, I’d like to point out to all of you mothers –
you are courageous. Yes, you are!
We need to be courageous on a daily basis to
lead our children. Courage to keep moving
forward … to keep believing … to guide our
children.
We lead them every day not knowing what may
happen that day - whether it be something
amazing or concerning. We need to process
what’s happening, then when appropriate
and necessary, pass that information to our
children. While strong communication skills
are needed here - it also takes courage especially if what needs to be explained is sad
or scary.
As mothers, we experience many “firsts”
with our children. Some examples of these
firsts that demand the courage are as follows:
Leaving our babies with a sitter, leaving our
children on the first day of a new school,
letting our teenager drive away on his own,
or watching our young adult move out on her
own.
As we raise our children we need to have
courage.

MOMS ARE
COURAGEOUS!
BY AMY COLLINS

HEN I LEFT THE hospital
with my newborn, I remember
thinking: you expect me to
take care of this baby on my own
now? Really? I’m still trying to figure life
out myself!

W

As we know, being a mom doesn’t come
with set instructions. There are so many
aspects to motherhood, yet there isn’t
a degree we can earn for this role, and we
don’t get a trial period before becoming one.
Nonetheless, motherhood is the biggest job
we’ll ever have. It’s a huge responsibility
interlaced with love and joy.
If we tried to make a list of everything
we did as mothers, could we ever really
list everything? Here’s what responsibil-

Before I had children, I had no idea what
went into being a mother. I’m sure you can
relate. And now, after two, I have a better
understanding, but I’m still evolving. And
every day I call on courage to help me guide,
love, protect, nurture and encourage my
children to become the best versions of
themselves. Being a mother takes guts - so
keep it up, Mamas! And as you celebrate
Mother’s Day with those you love, recognize
just how much courage you have.

ities come to my mind in just a few
minutes: appointment schedules, finance/
bills, discipline, house maintenance, chauffeur,
cook, house cleaner, grocery shopper,
clothing shopper, family communicator,
school communicator, holiday planner,
pet care, car upkeep, vacation planner,
spiritual guide. I’m sure you can think of
even more!
Now off the top of your head - what are
five qualities you think a mom needs?
Loving,
empathy,
smart/resourceful,
creative, confidence, patience, are the
ones that came to my mind, but there are
many more.
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However, not in any conversation I had with
mothers before I became one, did I anyone
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WHEN IS IT TIME TO LEAVE A
COMMITTED RELATIONSHIP?
Love, being in love, being part of a couple,
is a fabulous feeling that most people
desire. Whether it is a romantic relationship,
family, friends, colleagues, etc., the people in
your life can either add to your happiness or
your misery. Challenges exist in relationships
because we are human.

• You feel lonely even when you are together.

Choosing to end a committed relationship is,
for most, a very difficult decision even when the
relationship wreaks of conflict, emotional pain,
and very little happiness or joy. You try hard to
remember the good, warm and loving feelings.
Sometimes long-term relationships come out
stronger after a period of conflict. When you
are in the thick of the tension, that’s where the
confusion sets in.

• There are substantially different needs for
intimacy.

Will it improve? Don’t all marriages/
committed relationships go through bad spells?
How do you decide when it is time to leave a
relationship?
Here are some signs it’s time to leave your
committed relationship:
• You are making excuses for them regularly.

• You are arguing most of the time about
nonsense.
• You are not genuinely happy to see your
partner at the end of a hard day.
• There is a lack of support for being all you
want or can be.

• There is physical abuse or other abuses.
• There is an expectation that you should
change or that you want your partner to change.
• Your core ethical and moral values are no
longer in alignment.
• You cannot see yourself growing old with
your partner.
People change throughout their lives and
sometimes we are faced with the decision of
ending a relationship with someone with whom
we are no longer compatible.
No matter what happens, unless there is
physical or severe emotional harm, staying in

BY JACQUI ATCHESON

the relationship and exploring all options while
you heal will serve you well. Once you have
healed, it will become a lot clearer whether
you should stay or go. This does not mean you
wasted your time or that you should regret
it. Look to find the positives from your time
together. Don’t have regrets and know that it is
time to move on.
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ATHLEISURE
WEAR
BY SONECA GUADARA

Have you noticed that most everywhere you go,
people are wearing more athletic clothing than
before? Welcome to the rise of athleisure - the
combination of athletic and leisure clothing
designed to be suitable both for exercise and
everyday wear.
American women have made it the hottest
trend in the industry. Yet, this is more than just
a trend, it’s become a lifestyle.
According to NPD, a US Consumers Group,
$323 billion dollars was spent on athleisure in
2014, and every year since the number keeps
going up.
Wearing yoga pants outside of yoga has become
commonplace. Athleisure enables a person to
think less about what to wear. Who doesn’t want
to feel comfortable at all times and not have to
spend time deciding what to wear?
Due to the rise of fitness conscious consumers,
athleisure has become a sensation; fresh and
stylish. It is a wardrobe staple that allows a
person to dress it up or down.
The key is to invest in pieces that mix function
with fashion. For example, for a lunch with
the ladies, add a pair of mirrored sunglasses,
a leather jacket, and cute boots to a workout
outfit.
When transitioning athletic clothing outside
of the gym, always remember to dress for the
occasion. When in doubt, stick to neutrals such
as black, navy, gray and white. This way you can
easily fit in at the occasion you are attending.
Going from the gym to work, add a blazer to
black leggings, a neutral tank top, heels and
fun jewelry. No one will know you worked out
earlier.
Athleisure is not just for women. It’s not
uncommon to see a man wearing a pair of yoga
pants with a blazer at a restaurant or in the
boardroom.

The magic word for leggings in men’s fashion
is “compression” pants. It’s the slimmed down
version of the classic sweat pant but without all
the bulk.
Men, in general, do not want to wear tee-shirts
and sloppy gym shorts for workouts. They much
rather prefer to wear fitness inspired clothing
that is comfortable and looks good.
What is great about athletic wear is that it is
available in all price ranges; from high-end
designers to bargain retailers. The key to athletic
wear, regardless of the price point, is to be sure
the apparel is made from performance fabric material that can breathe and doesn’t soak in
any sweat.
Lululemon has definitely put athleisure on
the map; however, more and more companies
such as The Gap and Nike are competing in the
market. Kate Hudson has a line called Fabletics;
a complete outfit costs about $50.
In addition to clothing, athletic footwear is
also on the rise as more and more people in
the workforce are staying in their sneakers and
doing business as usual.
Athleisure is comfortable and fashionable, and
it provides the motivation to workout harder.
When we look good when we workout, we
workout harder.
Goodbye to casual Fridays and hello to
casual everyday!
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